REVISED AGENDA – 12/06/10

1. Notice of Public Meeting
2. Roll Call
3. Approval of Minutes of November 10, 2010

NEW BUSINESS:

4. Bridgeton’s request for $100,000 for Main Street Association 2011
5. Elizabeth’s request for $152,250 for Historic Midtown SID Matching Funds Year 2011
6. Millville’s two requests for:
   a. $110,428 for Main Street/MDC Operating Budget Year 6
   b. $54,000 for Arts District Business Recruitment Program
7. Passaic’s three requests for:
   a. $478,106 for Security Patrol Phase VIII
   b. $212,980 for Clean Sweep Phase X
   c. $116,547 for Graffiti Eradication Phase X
8. Plainfield’s request for $116,300 for Business District Streetscape Program
CONSENT AGENDA

9. Contract Amendments:

- Asbury Park: UEZA 09-197 extension
- Bridgeton: UEZA 08-55 other, UEZA 09-126 other
- Camden: UEZA 07-32 extension
- Elizabeth: UEZA 08-104 extension, UEZA 08-148 extension, UEZA 09-101 extension, UEZA 09-150 extension, UEZA 09-151 extension, UEZA 09-170 extension
- Jersey City: UEZA 07-164 extension
- Kearny: UEZA 09-119 extension, UEZA 09-182 extension
- Lakewood: UEZA 07-134 extension
- Millville: UEZA 07-84 extension, other
- North Bergen: UEZA 09-86 extension
- Orange: UEZA 09-160 increase
- Vineland: UEZA 07-44 extension, UEZA 08-133 extension

OLD BUSINESS:

10. Other

11. Open to the Public

12. Adjournment